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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we explore the field of holistic Human-Machine Interfaces (hHMIs).
Currently, internal and external Human-Machine Interfaces are being researched as
separate fields. This separation can lead to non-systemic designs that operate in
different fashions, make the switch between traffic roles less seamless, and create
differences in understanding of a traffic situation, potentially increasing confusion.
These factors can limit the adoption of automated vehicles and lead to less seamless
interactions in traffic. For this reason, we explore the concept of hHMIs, combining
internal and external communication. This paper introduces a working definition for
this new type of interface. Then, it explores considerations for the design of such an
interface, which are the provision of anticipatory cues, interaction modalities and per-
ceptibility, colour usage, building upon standardisation, and the usage of a singular
versus a coupled interface. Then, we apply these considerations with an artefact con-
tribution in the form of an hHMI concept. This interface communicates anticipatory
cues in a unified manner to internal and external users of the automated vehicle and
demonstrates how these proposed considerations can be applied. By sharing design
considerations and a design concept, this paper aims to stimulate the field of holistic
Human-Machine Interfaces for automated vehicles.
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INTRODUCTION

There are 5 levels of vehicle automation, with level 5 denoting full driving
automation (SAE International, 2021). Automated vehicles (AVs) promise
numerous benefits to society, such as improved transportation efficiency and
safety (Kosuru and Venkitaraman, 2023; Verberne, Ham andMidden, 2012).
With the car executing the driving task, its passengers can conduct non-
driving related tasks (NDRTs), such as working or watching a video (Wilson
et al., 2022), which is the case in Level 3, 4 and 5. This paper will focus
on driving automation in which the driver is allowed to do other tasks than
driving. The new stage in which a vehicle is (temporarily) performing the
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driving task, brings new challenges concerning communication both towards
the passenger and other road users who need to interact with the AV.

For the successful introduction of AVs, communication with both internal
and external road users is essential (Bengler et al., 2020). These vehicles have
multiple forms of Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) to facilitate this com-
munication. Inside an AV, passengers may still wish to receive information
on a vehicle’s status and behaviour on an internal HMI (iHMI), which can
influence passengers’ trust (Hartwich et al., 2021). Outside an AV, other road
users may not see a human driver controlling the vehicle, who could facilitate
explicit communication (e.g. eye contact, gestures) to communicate (Merat
et al., 2018). For this reason, researchers consider that AVs will need new
communication methods for safe, clear and unambiguous interactions with
external road users (Habibovic et al., 2018; Merat et al., 2018). To provide
external road users with information about an AV, the concept of communica-
tion using external Human-Machine Interfaces (eHMIs) has been introduced.
Dey et al. (2020a) found that the field of eHMIs is a ‘jungle’ of designs, with
their literature review showing over 70 concepts. Both for internal and exter-
nal users, driving dynamics (e.g. braking behaviour, steering and speed) play a
role in inferring the intention of a car (Cramer, Kaup and Siedersberger, 2018;
Dey and Terken, 2017). There is a large availability of separated HMI types
and researched designs to inform internal and external (road) users of AVs.

Dong et al. (2023) state that communication with AVs often focuses on
either iHMIs or eHMIs. We consider that there are three reasons to opt for a
holistic approach to interface design instead: (1) The need for a holistic (over-
arching) perspective on communication with AVs is recognised by multiple
authors (Bengler et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2023; Gao and Martens, 2022).
These authors consider the variety of systems and factors in transport to be
complex and thus require a more holistic approach toward development. (2)
A holistic approach between internal and external road users may help facili-
tate transitions between roles in traffic because of standardisation/uniformity
in communication methods (Dong et al., 2023). (3) A holistic HMI could
prevent differences in knowledge about the intent of the AV between its pas-
sengers and other road users. This is an occurring phenomenon that is already
observed by safety drivers or passengers of AVs, who then take the role of
communication (such as gesturing or talking on behalf of the AV) with other
road users (Eden et al., 2017; Brown, Broth and Vinkhuyzen, 2023). Though
some eHMIs might already be visible to passengers of AVs (such as a light
strip; Nissan Motor Corporation, 2015), this is an ancillary effect that is not
designed and tested for purposefully. Based on the argumentation above, we
consider that the development and design of holistic HMIs should be further
explored as a potential solution for communication with AVs.

What Is a Holistic Human-Machine Interface?

The word ‘holistic’ is defined by the Cambridge Dictionary (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2024) as: “dealing with or treating the whole of something
or someone and not just a part”. Compared to eHMIs and iHMIs, holistic
Human-Machine Interfaces thus do not focus on one group of users but focus
on all users as a whole.
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As of the writing of this paper, the authors do not know of any work
providing a working definition for holistic HMIs. Though some authors use
the word holistic in the context of HMIs which do not focus on internal
and external communication simultaneously (e.g. Gao and Martens, 2022;
Lau, Jipp and Oehl, 2022; Verstegen, Dey and Pfleging, 2021), we believe
that holistic HMIs in the true sense, should broaden their scope to truly
communicate to all users.

Therefore, we define the holistic Human-Machine Interface (hHMI) as the
following:

An interface intended to communicate an automated vehicle’s (future)
state or actions directed to both internal and external road users as a
whole.

Aim of This Paper

As discussed above, hHMIs are a novel area that, to the authors’ knowledge,
does not have any reports describing HMIs that fully align with our proposed
definition. This paper aims to support the future design and development of
hHMIs. For this reason, this paper does not validate the potential of such
interfaces. Rather, it explores considerations for the design of an hHMI.With
an artefact contribution, we demonstrate how these considerations can be
applied to an hHMI design focusing on an AV showing its anticipated driving
actions.

HOLISTIC DESIGN: EXPLORATION OF CONSIDERATIONS

Since there is a lack of holistic designs and the requirements for these designs,
this sectionwill focus on exploring a (preliminary) overview of considerations
(letter C indicating each consideration). These considerations are based on a
manual review of existing academic, industrial, and regulative literature from
a combination of the fields of iHMI and eHMI design.

C1: Anticipatory Cues

From the field of eHMI research, there are two styles concerning messages
to communicate: egocentric (advice to another road user) and allocentric
(intent of the vehicle). Though egocentric messages are shown to be more
clear and persuasive to pedestrians (Eisma et al., 2021), the standard ISO/TR
23049:2018 and the consensus of most experts is that an AV should not
advise or instruct external road users on what actions to perform, but rather
focus on communicating its intent (ISO, 2018; Tabone et al., 2021). In this
sense, AV’s communication should allow others to plan their reactions to its
actions, just as current brake lights or turning indicators do. Furthermore,
letting an AV provide cues to signal intentions is in line with documentation
from the relevant working group from the UNECE (2020).

From a passenger’s perspective (person currently not driving), being able
to anticipate the actions of their AV may influence their user experience.
An interface that can provide cues to signal intentions could affect motion
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sickness, uncertainty, and trust calibration, which are crucial challenges to
AV research (Carsten and Martens, 2019).

C2: Interaction Modalities and Perceptibility

Currently, concepts for iHMIs and eHMIs are primarily visual (Bengler et al.,
2020). To not disturb a passenger performing anNDRT, the HMI should lend
itself to be precepted as a secondary task, such as a peripheral display. Thus,
the theory on peripheral interactions, attention levels, and visibility should
be considered (e.g., Bakker and Niemandsverdriet, 2016; Kooi and Mosch,
2006).

For external road users, looking at a vehicle with an eHMI also allows
them to observe the vehicle’s dynamics, which can also help explain the vehi-
cle’s next actions (Dey and Terken, 2017). Visual elements should preferably
be placed in a position people naturally look at, as can be found in gaze
behaviour studies. For instance, Dey et al. (2019) found that when looking
from the edge of the road to an approaching vehicle, the gaze shifts from
looking at the road before a vehicle to looking at the vehicle in general as
it approaches, towards looking at the driver’s location when getting close.
Results from Eisma et al. (2019) demonstrate that the roof, windshield, and
bumper are the clearest places for a visual eHMI.

However, a truly holistic design should focus on the inclusion of all
users. For such a design, we argue for using additional modalities as well.
No matter whether a user is visually occupied or has bad eyesight, the
addition of another modality can solve interaction challenges. Though less
relevant for passengers, this notion is further supported by evidence suggest-
ing that adding multiple modalities can decrease reaction times (Diederich
and Colonius, 2004), which can be important when communicating with
external road users.

C3: Colour Usage

For visual elements, colour associations should not interfere with existing
meanings in car interiors and exteriors (e.g. a red light could be confused as
either a braking light or a red warning light), as is already specified by SAE J
578–202004 (SAE International, 2020) and Campbell et al. (2016). Existing
research shows a strong association between cyan and automated driving
communication (Dey et al., 2020b). The cyan blue tint allows for good
peripheral visibility (Werner, 2018). Additionally, cyan blue is already used
by car manufacturers in concepts for interiors and exteriors for AVs and in
the interiors of commercially sold automated driving systems (BMW Group,
2023; Mercedes-Benz Group, 2021; Nissan Motor Corporation, 2015). The
usage of the ‘blue-green’ colour space is further supported to indicate Auto-
mated Driving Systems by the SAE in J 3134–201905 and J 578–202004
(SAE International, 2019; 2020).

C4: Building Upon Standardisation

There is a vast availability of communication methods for eHMIs and iHMIs,
resulting in a multitude of communication technologies (e.g. screens, road
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projections, augmented windows) and styles (e.g. text, icon, sounds, anthro-
pomorphising) (Bengler et al., 2020; Dey et al., 2020a). However, to design
for clear and unambiguous interactions and reducing uncertainty, it is impor-
tant that users have an understanding of themeaning of interface elements. As
described by the Interaction Design Foundation, standardization and consis-
tency can help reduce learning and confusion (Wong, 2021). For this reason,
we argue the design of hHMIs should build upon existing design principles.
For example, a designer could consider using derivatives of existing lights
(e.g. indicators) or symbols (e.g. traffic signs), some of which are already
present in HMI concepts (Dey et al., 2020a).

With the development of new interfaces, there is a need for updating
or creating new standardisation to avoid confusion, as is already recog-
nised in the field of eHMI design (Bengler et al., 2020; Habibovic et al.,
2018). Such standardisation can set boundaries for designs and allow users
to learn what design functions are like. Thus, a consideration for the design of
hHMIs is to build upon existing standards and set new standards for holistic
communication.

C5: Singular Versus Coupled Interfaces

Holistic communication in multiple directions with one singular interface
can create challenges concerning positioning and technological viability. As
a solution to mitigate these problems, instead of using a singular interface
to achieve holistic communication, a designer could also consider a coupled
‘mirroring’ interface. For instance, signs or sounds projected outside of the
vehicle could be mirrored on the inside to achieve an interconnected HMI
presenting synchronised information to all users.

DESIGN CONCEPT

In this section, we demonstrate how the design considerations from the pre-
vious section could be executed in a holistic design. This design is visualised
on a manually driven vehicle for demonstration purposes (see Figure 1) but
is intended to be placed on an AV. In the section below, the link between the
consideration and the suggested design will be further explained.

Figure 1: Overview of the first hHMI concept sketched in cyan on a vehicle to commu-
nicate the positioning of the design elements. Showing the interface elements viewed
from the inside (left) and the outside (right).
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Application of Considerations

Anticipatory cues (C1) are communicated with the designed interface, using
light strips that surround the bottom of the window trim. Based on
exploratory research into pulsing behaviour (Dey et al., 2020b), this design
opts for a pulsing motion to communicate the vehicle’s intent. These pulsing
motions not only communicate the direction that the vehicle will go in, but
are also coupled to communicate the acceleration dynamics. For instance, a
fast physical acceleration of the car will be announced with a fast-pulsing
animation. Such coupling of the direction and the acceleration is inspired by
interaction coupling (Wensveen, Djajadiningrat and Overbeeke, 2004). The
coupling works as follows: the forward-stretching window trim is used to
project forward-facing anticipatory cues, and the sideways-stretching trim is
used to project sideward-facing anticipatory cues (see Figure 2).

Using anticipatory cues pulsing in the direction a vehicle will move in, is
inspired by an existing principle of vehicle design (C4). Namely, modern turn
indicators already apply sideways pulsing motions to indicate a vehicle will
be executing a sideways acceleration. The coloured (C3) lighting strips in this
design further build on the existing usage of cyan to indicate the automated
driving status of this vehicle.

These strips are placed inside and outside the windows, making for a uni-
fied design (C5). The placement will likely influence perceptibility (C2). From
around the vehicle, the window strips could be visible to external road users.
Regarding internal users, we argue the strips could be placed in the (periph-
eral) vision of the vehicle’s passengers. Furthermore, perceptibility is argued
for based on earlier research on peripheral displays (Kooi and Mosch, 2006)
and peripheral visibility of blue tints (Werner, 2018), supporting the notion
that these pulsing motions may be well perceivable from the peripheral vision.

Figure 2: Interaction properties of the concept: (top) longitudinal display pulses to indi-
cate future longitudinal movement, (bottom) lateral display pulses to indicate future
lateral movement.
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explored the novel field of hHMI design. Our contributions
are the following: (1) After establishing a working definition for an hHMI,
(2) we focused on setting the first design considerations, (3) after which we
demonstrated the application of these principles on a novel design targeting
internal and external users using unified communication. Each contribution
will be detailed below.

Considerations

We presented preliminary considerations based on literature, regulations
(under development), and expert opinions for the design of an hHMI. The
considerations are as follows: C1 Anticipatory cues, C2 Interaction modali-
ties and perceptibility, C3 Colour usage, C4 Building upon standardisation,
and C5 Singular versus coupled interfaces. Firstly, we share these considera-
tions to stimulate discussion onwhat should be considered when designing an
hHMI. Secondly, it allows other designers to consider and apply this rationale
to various designs.

Concept hHMI

We presented an hHMI concept demonstrating how the design considerations
for hHMI can be applied. The concept shows a new design that uses antici-
patory cues to communicate holistically the future direction and acceleration
of the AV. Traffic scenarios can be complex, with many traffic participants
from amultitude of directions. For this reason, in the field of eHMIs, research
in on-vehicle interfaces with scalability is interesting (Dey et al., 2020a).
The presented concept shows potential since its light strips are placed under
all windows (windshield, side windows and rear window) inside and out-
side the vehicle, potentially increasing visibility and scalability. Secondly,
users inside an AV can engage in NDRTs (Wilson et al., 2022) but could
still desire to be informed about the vehicle’s state (Hartwich et al., 2021).
We addressed this problem by taking peripheral visibility into account for
the hHMI. We demonstrated how one hHMI can be used for internal and
external communication while tackling problems from both fields.

Limitations and Future Research

The preliminary overview of considerations for hHMI design that this paper
contributed, is not definitive. We challenge other authors to question and
elaborate further on these considerations. The specific interface presented in
this publication should be subject to empirical testing to further understand
the effectiveness of the proposed concept. Additionally, the design could be
elaborated with other cues (such as auditory) to adhere better to the proposed
considerations. The usage of anticipatory cues could have an influence on
motion sickness (Kuiper et al., 2020; Reuten et al., 2023), which thus should
be further researched. The field of hHMIs needs further research in order to
understand clearly what the effects are of such interfaces.
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CONCLUSION

This paper allowed us to consider how to design for hHMIs. We shaped the
first considerations that could be taken into account for such a design. After
that, these considerations for the development of an hHMI were applied. The
designed interface demonstrates how internal and external communication
challenges could be combined into a holistic interface, which could thus allow
for a more uniform communication method. The proposed considerations
and HMI concept should be further developed and evaluated, as should the
general field of hHMI design.
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